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Note : (i) Attempt any three questions from Section-A.
(ii) Section - B is compulsory.
(iii) All questions caret equal marks.

SECTION - A
1.

Discuss the role that small and micro
enterprises can play in ensuring balanced
and inclusive growth of our economy and
society.
(b) Distinguish between skill and competency.
Give suitable examples to support your
answer.

2.

(a) What are the problems that a young
entrepreneur usually faces in India while
setting-up a new business ?
(b) Discuss the framework for opportunity
scanning and consequent identification of
a suitable business for rural India.

(a)
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the t'it's.
Ptecat!ke of the educational and work
\relict -Ice, Sunny worked in the restaurant
hitt hen and Rekha supervised the dinning area
and handled the billing and cash register. The
restaurant having spate limitations had no st o p,:
of e\ panding its operations. too, for the past ten
Veal'S they were doing saint.. routine work.
Sunny and Rekha were keen on starting a
enterprise of then' own and were looking for the
right type of business and opportunity. Nekha
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being in the dining area was always observing
the guests coming to the Host. She observed that
most of the guests coming for lunch were people
belonging to the financial trade like investors,
stock brokers, bankers and their business
operations were concentrated at the stock
exchange. Since the lunch break was only for half
an hour they could not afford to be out of their
business premises for more than half an hour.
Half of the break time went in the to and fro
movement to the eating place. They were always
found to be intent on finishing their lunch rather
than enjoying it. Many of the guests were seen
talking on their cellular phones even while eating.
Sunny and Rekha once visited the stock
exchange to know the work place of their guests
and realised how hard pressed for time they were.
They were convinced that if they could offer these
customers an appealing lunch at their workplace,
they can certainly develop a clientele. Moreover,
the customers will be able to relish the lunch as
they will be able to utilise the to and fro movement
to the restaurant profitably.
They started talking to a select list of
potential customers about the service they wanted
to introduce. They found that their concept was
acceptable to most of them. A demand for onsite
food service was established. Sunny and Rekha
MS-93
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worked on the ectfflonues of this service and
established that they could build a very profitable
business.
l'hey decided to quit their jobs and open a
small kitchen at their home exclusively to cater to
customers requiring orHite food delivered as per
their requirements. The torus of the service was
'quality food delivered on time'.
The operational strategy was very simple.
They had met the potential clients and asked them
to giving their requirements by 10 a.m. and also
the time at which they would like the food to be
delivered in their office. Normally 1.00 to
1 .30 p.m. being lunch time gave them enough time
to prepare food and deliver the packets.
The procedure followed by Sunny and kekha was
this :

(a)

1 he service delivery start time fixed at
11 a.m. So all food must be filled, packed,
labelled and sorted by this tinie,

lb)

The delivery boys must report at 11 a.m. to
pick up their packs. .1- he delivery boys were
selected on the basis of their location in the
customer area, their knowledge about
topography and distribution skills.
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they started providing a service

'iii aitne

,,tating "Not delivered as proltilsuti-

tor it." Their main focus vn speed of

As a consequence of this service guarantee
;-

ice started getting recognition and gained

he reputation of reliability, accessibility and
-p()Im,iyeness. More and more customers were
tiling to enroll themselves as regular members

for this service. The other suppliers in the same
area are not willing to match the service and
guarantee offers of Sunny and Rekha. Their
customers started defecting thereby causing
economic strain on their btHilleY-;. F low long can
they offer this guarantee," commented one
supplier as he felt it would be very difficult to
continue this. In tact, this was also the concern
of Rekha as she was incharge 01 customer
management and gunny was looking after the
kitchen management.
I lie increased flow of customers was alluring
them to expand the business but the type of
guarantee was forcing them not to expand. But

the experience of both convinced them to go
ahead tor expansion and cater to the segments
tliey had identified and they were sure of winning
without problems.

Questions :
(a)

Critically evaluate the operational strategy
followed by Sunny and Rekha.

(b)

Looking at the facts given in the case,
suggest appropriate growth options for this
enterprise. Justify your answer with
reasons.
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